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Perspectives

Fitting 1n
By Nick Hull
Staff Writer
In a developing multicultural society such as the United States, I can't
help but anticipate where we will be in
20 years. I sit in class and look
around at all the different faces and
cultures, and I marvel at the remarkable fact that this diversity adds beauty to America.
It was only 35 years ago
that black males like myself couldn't
even represent our race at an institution of higher learning. But as I look
around, I dance with the question of
how do I represent my people now
that I am here?
l believe there of the three types
of power- mental, physical, and spiri:
tual-blacks, especially males, are
close to mastering the physical power.

A black male can walk into a classroom and immediately stand out
because of his physical presence. A
Black woman can walk into an environment and strongly voice her opinion and everyone will stop and give
way.
However, the degree of
intelligence that comes from our
mouths is a different story. This physical power alone is what a large percentage of my people rely upon, especially the men.
But knowledge is power. It is
mind over muscle. I realized that
although I have a strong physical
power, if I focused on the mental, I
would be mucl:l more successful. Yes,
I claim the title of best basketball player. Yes, I claim the title as the best
football player. But can I claim the title
as the best scholar? Not just the best

black student, but the best student
period.
It is the year 2000. A new millennium and era. This means that I am a
member of a new breed that represents my people to the fullest extent.
Looking around at my fellow students,
I see the leaders of tomorrow. I see
Asian biologists, Egyptian astronauts,
Hispanic doctors, Indian lawyers, and
white computer analysts.
But when I look at my powerful brothers, most of whom populate
L building, I see only athletes and
entertainers. There is nothing wrong
with these careers, but what disturbs
me is how many limit themselves to
only these lifestyles.
It hurts me to see them realize that the books they bypass with
the hopes of getting to the "league"
are the same books that hinder them

from the "league."
Do not confuse me with one that
looks down on my brothers and sisters with contempt, because it is a
blessing that many of us have made it
this far. But we can't limit ourselves.
Yes, I was a minor player in the
underworld political movement in the
eastern half of the United States, but
that was then. I was a master of selflimitation by profusely talking myself
into believing that I just a product of
my environment.
Please. I was a moron.
But the question is where do we
fit in now? What part do we play in the
positive construction of not only our
people, but this school, our community; and this nation? Are we a hin. drance or help?
Do we continuously uplift
our brothers and sisters or do we con-

tinuously try to stay a step ahead of
them? Do we treat our black women
as the queens we need them to be, or
the slaves we want them to be?
MBA or NBA? Ph.D. or
NFL? Higher education to reign
supreme, or remedial education to just
get by? Do we stay in L building to
crack jokes, or do we go the library to
study? Do we have a productive and
intelligent image, or do .we have a
loud arrogant image? What part do
you play? I know mine.
The door of opportunity is
wide open, but it's useless if you are
too high to see it and too drunk to
walk through. it.

Are you a queen?
By Nick Hull
Staff Writer
I am King. I assume this prominent role as a leader due to my willingness to wisely handle the various
situations that I am presented with,
regardless of how important the task
at hand is or who is involved. I am
geared towards distinguishing myself
as the benchmark for America's next
generation of successful individuals,
striving for excellence in all aspects of
intellect. I look to excel throughout
the course of my existence with expert
knowledge in everything from the rise
and fall of ciVilizations to the principles.
and philosophies of the greatest
minds known to man. I have already
begun with the collection of the finest
and most exquisite treasures that are
scattered across the regions of this
globe. I have already begun to travel
and explore the various ways of life
that are imbedded in people, cities,
and nations across the world. But
with this empire that I am destined to
serve, added to the fact that I am the
last remaining member to carry on my
family's name and legacy, comes the
highest need for only a Queen at the
ty to reign beside me.
pinnacle of quali_
First, let me quickly announce
this relatively simple, yet unpracticed,
philosophy that I feel would aid in the
overall construction of societies,
evolving from a woman's internal state
of mind to the well-being of a nation,
which is this: ALL WOMEN ARE
QUEENS BUT MANY JUST DON'T
KNOW IT. So before I continue to
create this vital piece of literature,
drenched in both persuasiveness and
anticipation, I must first dissect the
foundation of this document, which I
consider to be the essence of a
Queen .
A Queen is defined as a female
monarch or ruler, which, considering
she is supreme and surpasses all others of the same kind, means she is
separated from the populace to lead
in a manner worthy of nothing less
than royalty. With humility being the
backbone of these words, I say separate in a sense of segregating herself
only to pursue what she believes in,
as in Princess Diana and her compas-

sian for others. She did notat all
believe that she was better than anyone else, but she knew in her mind
that, as a figure of haute monde, she
must carry herself in the nobility that
her title required. This meant portraying the ideal image of what she stood
for - royalty - which in turn disseminated on her country. This aspect of a
queen can be directly correlated to
every single woman that populates
society, and it is axiomatic that"it pertains to women across the world as a
whole.
If you as woman consider yourself as nothing less than a queen,
then this inherent outlook will be
demonstrated when you refuse to be
treated as nothing less than a queen.
Guarantee that a conflict regarding
your aristocracy will rise if your
"boyfriend" keeps you sitting idle with
his condescending words. Guarantee
that a threat to your quality is underway when the standards you set for
you "boyfriend" are both unmet and
returned with a higher criterion he has
placed on you. Especially guarantee
that your royalty is in jeopardy when
your "boyfriend" has uncaringly laid
his hands on you in a degrading and
dishonorable manner.
Although there are many equations that leave a woman unproductive in her development as a Queen, I
am going to try and strategically touch
briefly on one ingredient that respectfully deserves a book: Low selfesteem . As I analyzed data for the
foundation of this piece of literature,
this perilous term was at the top of the
discussion list from a variety of
Queens that I touch base with. I will
attempt to personify this term as the
unfavorable opinion a woman has of
her self-worth, especially based on
moral characteristics, and aids in the
degrading of a woman 's quality. This
can be caused from a variety of characteristics, such as abusive parenting,
alcoholism, a background of parental
promiscuity, the desperate need for
male attention, etc. But regardless of
what takes place throughout your life,
you must realize that your past has
nothing to do with your future .
Begin to comprehend that the
majority of these men out here are not

prese.ntly .Kings themselves, so they
So, to my sisters, understand
have never even come across a
that there are three key ingredients
involved with developing yourself into
Queen, or a woman that places hera Queen. Though they vary in develself on a royal pedestal to be viewed
upon as the highest quality of woman
opment from woman to woman, these
one may receive. If they are a King,
principles are vital in bringing about ·
the essence 0f your royalty, and they
then they understand that you are of
noble pedigree, because that is how
are as follows: You must first,
you live, not just look, and so thereacknowledge the fact that you are ~
fore they will treat you with the highest
Queen, accept the fact that you are a
and utmost respect that a Queen
Queen, and take the action towards
should receive. If they are not a King,
becoming that Queen. Remember a
which are the vast majority of males
Queen is supreme. She rises above
that you will come across, then they
al! situations, leaving her mark of
honor and nobility blazing across the
will either be rebuked by you and
hopefully learn .how to be one step
paths of life, so strive for the same
closer to royalty themselves, or walk
state of mind. You will find that the
away, more than likely with a condeproductivity you make by just implementing this principle will rub off on
scending attitude, and go find someone else that is not as confident in
the rest of your lifestYle.
themselves, or in this case - royal. ·1
Understand, with concrete determination, that you must not lower your
+ 1 = 2.
I must address the fact that
standards for whatever reason,
many women that haven't acknowlbecause you will inevitably end up
with less. Don't worry about getting a
edged their prominence go through
these hard, but necessary, life lessons
feeling of loneliness because men will
everyday, which can be unhealthy and
populate this earth as long as God
have a negative effect on some. They
allows it to be here. If this feeling
are unhealthy because the condition
overpowers you on the other hand,
of the mind and spirit will grow taintdon'tforget that you are a Queen and
ed, therefore sapping the strength
desperately search for love at some
and, in this case, esteem of that
. night club or acceptance in the bedwoman. It has a negative effect
room of some athlete, but rather
because the spiritual and mental wellremember that you are still a female
being of the woman is irreversibly put
monarch and pursue your royal develtci the test, which may in turn cause
opment, Prioritize your goals, find
the demise of that woman's esteem,
, your purpose in this world, and diswhether gradual or instant. To the
cover what legacy that you want to
leave on this planet and stick with it.
woman who haplessly may be in this
situation, or a product of this situation,
Which leads me to say this: A
Queen is dominant, or pre-eminent in
you have my deepest sympathy and
prayers, regardless if you want them
a particular category, class, or sphere.
or not. I humbly say that one should
She undoubtedly excels above everynot confuse these words with those
one else, especially in a particular
being spoken in contempt, but rather
quality. She is prevalent in all aspects
compassion, so know that this discovof life, such as Cleopatra's exceptional
ery does not mean that women in parcultivation in literature, mathematics,
allel situations are destined to. fail . On
astronomy, medicine, and knowledge
the contrary, the findings of many pheof various languages. So, to my
nomenal and extraordinary women,
women, go for yours. Don't get
who were themselves in parallel
wrapped up in an unworthy and ailing
threatening situations, point out that
relationship that is not heading in the
these environments have been known
same direction you want to be,
to provide a nurturing foundation for
because it only ends up as a dramatic
emotional and spiritual growth, which
learning experience that could have
could lead to a strong sense of self
been bypassed if you had relentlessly
identity and a high level of selfpursued truth in the first place.
esteem.
Instead of mindlessly staying up at 3

'o clock in the morning trying to apologize for a wrong that you .can't even
comprehend as to how you committed
it, you could be up studying
Rembrandt's curvaceous masterpieces, or tweaking your character by
examining Hilary Clinton's inspirational
book.
Regardless of what life you are·
trying to pursue - pursue it. Look at
other prominent women that you
would consider Queens, neglecting
race, religion, culture, or handicap,
and analyze their lives. Machiavelli
said that when you attempt to imitate
the footsteps of someone of great
importance and significance, although
you don't directly walk in their paths,
you adapt many of the characteristics
that enabled them to become great.
Jesse Jackson followed Martin Luther
King, who studied Mahatma Ghandi,
who analyzed Henry David Thoreau,
etc. Now I could study just one of
these remarkable men, but with my
relentless dedication on becoming one
of the greatest individuals known in
history, ! 'figure that I'll just study them
all.
I digress to say this: Don't settle
for mediocrity and sit idle thinking you
are doing relatively well while comparing yourself to your friends, but rather
compare yourself to someone Of great
influence and importance that you find
truly fascinating . Take it personally
that Cleopatra had the mindset that
she was supreme and outdo her.
Seriously, I dare you to sit in class
and tell yourself with momentous vigor
that, ·"I'm going to outdo Cleopatra
today!" You must understand my sister that she was only a woman, a
human being born through the same
God-given process that you were created. Oprah Winfrey is not any different from you. Diane Sawyer isn't
either. Don't forget Jackie Onassis,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Chien-Shiung Wu,
Frances Wisehart Jacobs, or especially Susan B. Anthony, because these
women were paramount in the positive construction of people across the
world, and each were a woman just
like you: Queens
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After all your hard work, you can afford to be choosy.
Think carefully about where you are now, and where you \vant to be., Then
you'll know that the right choice is Roosevelt University.
· It'~ no -s urprise that many Harper College students transfer to RoQsevelt

every year. And with good reason:- Our Dual Admission Agreement entitles
you to full use of RoosevelL facilities, services and activities and provides a
seamless transition when you transfer. Consider these

~dditional

benefits:

• Two campuses - Chicago and Schaumburg
• The Northwest suburbs' only full-service university
_ • Fast-track degree· for adults with A.A. or A.S.
• More daytime classes than ever before
• Evening and weekend programs
• Student to Executive Program
for qualified business majors
-• New state-of-the-art science labs
'• Generous financial aid and scholarships
• Child care at the Schaumburg Campus

I

Roosevelt. offors more classes· in more majors (96 degree programs in liberal
arts, sciences, performing arts, education and business) at more convenient
times than any other university in the Chicago area. ·
For a personal transcript evaluation, more information a!JOut our .
financial aid designed especially for transfer students and to meet w.ith
the Roosevelt Uni_v ersity Admission counselor at Harpe,r College,

~all

our

. Schaumburg Campus at (847) 619-8600.
Call now for more information
. about our Honors Program.
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CHICAGO CAMPUS;- 430 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60605 (312) 341-3515
SCHAUMBURG CAMPUS- 1400 NORTH ROOSEVELT BLVD., SCHAUMBURG, ILLINOIS 60173 (847) 619-8600

www.roosevelt.edu
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Time: Friend or ·Foe?
have something in your life that you
to hours of freedom in the course of a
can't get past. By staying moving, like
day. So there has to be a structure
a flowing stream, activeness will
just to get assignments done and to
somehow take your mind off the struggo to bed at night feeling like you
As appropriate as a lecture on .
gles.
have accomplished something.
fundamentally sound life issues, there
This has been a great and useful
With homework, work, schedulalways will be validity. The monotoway for me to get past life's hardships.
ing conflicts, an ever-growing society
nous tone of structure revolves
In my case, I have found that spreadof technology that makes life everaround what people need to improve
ing out my classes has resulted in betin their lives, which makes us not want . more busy, and social life, how do
ter grades. I have learned to plan cerwe get it all done? For _years I have
to hear about it. People's ignorance
tain necessities at similar times.
lived always on the edge, the gray
tries to cover their weaknesses.
By setting a time for study, a time
division, of organization and total
Time management, the division
to practice music, a time to relax and
lunacy. But I have realized and widerof one's time into segments, allows '
forget everything in my life, I have
stood what I need to do tb "live on top
you to plan important events around
been happier. No matter who you are,
of my mountain".
leisure time. It lets you meet people
you can always improve yourself in
Maybe spreading out your class
and to run your life accordingly. So
any aspect of anything in life. Nobody
load by taking some night classes will
why should we follow a structured
can be perfect. Diversity, other than
help. Only work a few days a week.
lifestyle? Some think that their way
Make sure that you diversify your
love, may be one of the most imporonly makes for the right choice. But I
. tant fundamentals in life.
time. Never give all your time to anyhave found that time management is
Only set goals that you know you
thing unless you feel too strong about
very beneficial.
can accomplish. Otherwise, more disit to block it from your mind.
Being a fellow procrastinator, our
I am nothing professional,
appointment will set in. Saying you
lifestyle promo~es laziness, frustration
can't do something only weakens your
just hopefully professional in my manand discomfort. And I don't want it
faith. Just accept the fact that you •
ner. I have no title, just Dan. All I can
anymore.
can 't do everything. We all are better
be is me. So I am trying to improve
So I have tried to be more prothan an excuse.
me.
ductive. TV and lounging must be at a
Time; the median through which
Waiting can be tough. Maybe you
minimum. At times, college lends itself
By Dan Kurash /
Music

a

events occur, symbolizes the brick
wall in a procrastinator's life. Your
manner by which you spend your time
is the hammer. Stupid metaphors do
get the point across. Go and shatter
the ways of the "old you" by smashing
the wall, and see the light at the end
of the tunnel; the new and improved
"you" .
Be your boss. Don't let another
tell you what to do. You know what
you want to accomplish. I believe that
the possibility to achieve all that you
have to will make for better selfesteem and a better "self.
The droning ambiguity of day,
afternoon and night can be at times
so boring. Sometimes changing the
process of your typical day will promote more inspiration for you to want
to achieve. Everyone loves to achieve
honestly. So it seems that at times all
things have their flaws.
This may be the one downsh:le of
optimizing and planning your time. If
you have a boring day, time halts, and
suddenly, you focus on the clouds in
the sky rather than the thoughts in

your head. So I feel that you have to
let all instincts of doing the "right
thing" loose, and just let your id be
felt.
But there is always the warm
sensation of knowing you have things
in perspective, homework in on time,
and a structured, well-planned day
ahead.
You need to figure out what kind
of life you want. Both have strong
points, and both have weakl)esses.
Which do you want? And the third
option; the middle road at times also
has flaws.
As a student, know your boundaries. Try a new approach and see
where it goes. You never know where
your ticket lies .. But most important;
don't overstep what you take for
granted because with every day, you
become one more day productive,
one more day experienced, and more
certain of how you want to spend your
hours.

Epicurean
Delights
By Gina Schiavo
Layout/Graphics Editor
An exciting variety of flavorful dishes
along with mouth-watering pie can make
anyone's night a good night. I can only be
speaking of the one and only Baker's
Square. College students not only look
for a good time, but an inexpensive one
as well . Baker's Square is the right
answer.
Breakfast is available all day. They
offer three egg omelets, griddle favorites
such as pancakes, french toast etc.,
hearty skillets and a variety of breakfast
sides such as hashbrowns, toast, and
english muffins.
Lunch and dinner dishes consist of
sirloin burgers, melts, and sandwiches
that can be served on focaccia bread-a
seasoned Italian bread, and a small variety of pasta dishes. There is an option of
adding a cup of soup or small house salad
and a slice of their tasty double crusted
pie for $1 .09 to any entree'.
There is a children's menu available
and a ten percent discount for seniors 60
and over. Prices are affordable for, even a
college student. Meals do not exceed 8

dollars a plate, not including sides or beverages. Alcoholic beverages are not ·
available.
When thinking of where to eat, good
food is not the only priority. Service and
timeliness are also main concerns . While
I was checking out the restaurant, I
received decent service, but there were
two tables that went unserviced for at
least ten minutes. Turn around time for
food is reasonable, but I can't say the
same about cleanliness.
As many times as I have been to Baker's
Square, it has never failed that my silverware was dirty. This makes yoti wonder
• about the sanitation of other appliances in
. the restaurant. The bathrooms are cleaner than most restaurants and are also
handicapped acceptable as well as the
rest of the restaurant. ~making and nonsmoking seating is available.
Bakers Square is located on 13 West
Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect. They are opened
Sunday through Friday from 7 a.m. to 11
p.m. and from 7 a.m. to midnight on,
Saturday. Seating is available on a first
come first serve basis. You can call
(847}- 818-9344 with any questions.

She's finally coming over, buh?

SOMETHING TELLS US THIS ISN'T
THE BEST TIME TO RUN TO THE BANK.
No biggie, bank online.
Fftct inteiT!Ot banklnc; with bSallt'Cirdinll ~ frtte ~M to

l' ct!M;'klm:: ~ oplhms • f'r-iffl Am/dtlb1t lilltll •

I)V(< f

4~ AT M~;. :Iii~ ¢111 ~~

Tf3n~t fi,lll&'lo) blrt~~tt J,.alSalkl ~

Ttt~
&lli~c.

nc);t t ime }'{)U hil'.C sorrn: t~nllrn,e; lq de} but ir• or~ ptes.s!ng engege-ments
you1J br- t::lad you hiM~ a t.a5aHt! c::h~kilflg acc:ooot V!.ttl\ tree In-ternet banking.

I t':~. li~e

having a bank right where yoo live. Open your LaSalle

account at www.lasaUebamk.com cr call1-800·84(t-0190.
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WINNING THE LOSING GAME
•
ally backfire when the urge for those
with making food decisions. Pause for
amount of time each and every day.
is more likely you will extend your eatforbiddeu foods overpowers your
Some recent research shows that the
a moment when you are faced with
ing time to the recommended 20 mintime spent exercising does not have
one.
resolve to eliminate them.
utes. This gives your stomach time to
to be in a single one-hour block of
Weight loss is a personal thing
Visualize what your daily goal is Reckoning time is here, so I'm
receive, decipher and respond to the
and each of us approaches it differtime. If it comes down to 10 minutes
actually close your eyes and say it out
making my list and checking it
brain's message - YOU ARE FULL.
ently. The real winners ? the lifelong .
here/10 minutes there, or no exercise
loud. Repeat it. Practice saying twice. Carrot sticks, celery, salad fix* Know your weak times. Do you eat
BEFORE making an unhealthy choice
winners? Don:t necessarily use all the
at all, your choice is obvious ? ANY
more when you are alone? In a
ings, low-fat dressing? Delete dressexercise is better for you than none at . gimmicks. They learn appropriate por"I WANT that (insert tempting food of
group? At a restaurant? Pay attention
ing, it's healthier. Yuck, no dressing?
tion sizes, what mental tricks they can · your choice), but right now I don't
when you are overeating or eating
all, so grab those 10 minute
Forget it, dressing stays. Chicken
play with themselves to stay motivated
NEED it." LOOK at the tood, SAY
something that's not going to help you
opportunities where you can.
breasts (skinned of course), Lean
and innovative ways to work aerobic
In my own quest to drop some
and HEAR what you are about to eat.
reach your goal. Knowing your stressCuisine/Weight Watchers/Smart
exercises and strength training into
weight, I investigated several
Involve as many of your senses as
ful moments can help you avoid them
Choice meals, fruit and skim milk. List
their day, EVERY day, not just three
you can in the decision. The ·more
sites. The best place I found to start
or come up with ways to help you deal
complete.
aware you become of what you are
times a week.
more constructively with those situawas OnHealth.com. You keep your
With the holidays officially over, it
eating, the easier it is to take a pass. ·
own food and exercise journal. Your
The most successful mental
tions.
is time to gear up to ditch those
approach is to be kind to yourself.
calorie and nutritional accounting are
Make your choice after THINKING.
Regardless what strategies you
unwanted 'guests' that have been
Some days you just HAVE to have
Don't let the mindless desire for a
updated as you enter the foods you
use, the bottom line is the same
moving in since Thanksgiving. You
that candy bar. So be it. You have to
food result in a poor choice.
have eaten. OnHealth shows you how
-you need to combine eating fewer
know what I'm referring to ? the
make room for things you enjoy. Think
well you did meeting the
With little effort, you can incorpocalories and exercise-to produce a
dreaded EXTRA POUNDS!
before you eat though. If you REALLY
rate some winning strategies into your
Recommended Daily Allowances for
3,500 calorie deficit for every pound
In a 1992 paper, The National
have to have that tempting food , then
calories, vitamins and nutritional ele·daily routine.
you need to lose. Period.
Institutes of Health summed up the
go ahead. But, if you don't absolutely
* NEVER have change or singles with
ments. Another chart will show
Lifelong weight control can
weight dilemma this way: "A health
HAVE to have it right then, stall. Agree
you if you have reasonable hearing.
become a habit if YOU want it to.
paradox exists in modern America. On · whether you met the food pyramid
that if your desire for it continues, you
recommendations for balancing proThen it won 't matter when you hear
Someone else cannot want it for you
the one hand, many people who do
can have it in a pre-determined time.
the candy machine call your name ?
tein , carbohydrates and fats. (This is a
? not your family, friends, significant
not need to lose weight are trying to.
Whenever you feel weak, tell yourself
you won't have the right food to feed
free site, whose privacy policy states
other or doctor (whom you should
On the other hand, most who do need
you are not going to be deprived.
'the machine, so it won't be able to
they will not sell, rent or trade your
consult before starting any new eating
to lose weight are not succeeding."
What you are craving will still be there
feed YOU .
personal information.) ·
The ways to lose weight are as
or exercise program) . Write down your
Knowing you made a poor food
if you really want it a little later. You
*When you have salad, always get
reasons for choosing to eat healthier
varied as the people trying to do
choice becomes more evident when
score a little victory each time your
the dressing on the side. Dip your fork
so. Every magazine at the grocery
and keep them handy. When you are
stall tactics keep you from eating
into the dressing first and then the
you see the graphs with your daily
using the stall/think strategy, look over
store checkout has a headline attestintake broken down by category. It
when you are not hungry.
bunny food? I mean lettuce. You still
your list to remind you of your goals.
ing to THE way to help you lose
Through personal experience,
helps to see where you did and did
get the taste of the dressing with
weight. Jenny Craig, Weight Watchers
Only then can you d~cide if the
I've found that if you say I've got
not do well and where you went overevery bite but using fewer calories.
or Nutri/System (to name a few) will
short-term reward is worth delaying
30-40-50 or ·more pounds to lose you
board or could have had more. At
*Try using a smaller utensil. If you
the long-term goal.
gladly help you too? For a price.
are defeating yourself before you
first, it was time consuming to make
can only get a small amount on the
· I stumbled upon one impressive
even start. Make your goals each and
the daily ~ntries , but the time spent is
spoon or fork, you will eat less.
program that not only helps people
every day and make them attainable.
worth it. And, what better time to give
Because you eat less with each bite, it
lose weight but statistically boasts l he
"I will not eat while
your full attention to this important first
best success record helping its memstep than in the beginning when you
I'm at the computer,"
bers maintain their weight loss. The
or "I'm going to eat
are highly motivated to make
program is called the Trevose
breakfast today," or "I
changes?
Behavior Modification Program .
WILL
Area hospitals offer Educational
Members adhere to strict guidelines,
walk as fast as I can
prbgrams in weight management.
not rigid diet restrictions
for part of my exer- The programs are varied ? some tar- sort of like a diet boot camp with
cise time today."
get women and older individuals, but
perks. Accountability and commitment
When you have a
the basic principles of healthy eating
are the main factors in the success
are the common thread throughout.
successful day and
equation. Setting and meeting goals
feel you are in control
are mandatory. A food journal is an
You can reach them at:
Alexian Brothers Medical Center,
of your eating, set
essential tool ? not just keeping one,
your goal for the next
but turning it in weekly to the group
HealthSource: (866) ALEXIAN
day a little higher.
Northwest Community Hospital: (847)
leader_ Check out the November 28,
618-1000 Good Shepherd Hospital:
Even if you miss the
2000 copy of Woman's World, The
Soon you'll eorn your Assotiote Degree. And then what? How
(847) 842-0300 Lutheran General
higher goal, you are
Woman's Weekly to learn how th is
still likely to have
Hospital: 847-.723-2210 Sherman
unique program has helped many
about o8m:belor's Degree from DeVry?
reached higher than
Hospital: (847) 742-9800.
people lose weight and keep it off.
Prof~ w~h real-world experience will
you in smoll <lasses
Let's not forget there is help right
before.
There is so much help available
here at Harper. A current Harper ID
Each time you
on the Internet that it might
and weR equipped labs. You,ll enjoy hands-on Ieeming lhot glYei
and $7 will buy you a pass to the
eat because you are
take you until you make your 2003
you !he skills you need to <ompete ond su«eed in today's
recreational facilities in Building M.
hungry, CONGRATUweight-loss resolution to sort through
te<bn<dogy
based business world.
LATIONS! You have
it all. Searching Google for 'weight
For your $7 you have access to the
pool, free weight room, gym, and (for
listened to your
loss' returned 1,310,000 web sites to
Bathelor's Degrees In .At:tOuniing, Business
body's alert mechaa reduced hourly fee) the racquetball
inv~stigate . A search for 'diet' through
Administration,
Computer
Information Systems, tle<tronlcs
nism signaling the
courts from the start of the semester
Yahoo narrowed the field to 671 .
Engineering Te<hnology, Information Technology, Techniu!l
need for fuel. If howuntil June 6. For $55, add the use of
Everyone wants to help you lose
the Fitness Center to the package.
ever, you find you are
weight.
.
Mooagerrnmt, and Tele<ommuni{otions Monogement. You1re just
Call 925-6466 or stop by room M219
eating for social or
So, where do you start if you are
that dose to fulfilling your dreams... os dose modegree from OeVry.
emotional reasons, or
for more information.
determined to lose weight? "vou first
Foro. higher degree of StKCCSS1 w!l DeVry's thimgo compus at
because 'it's time,'
have to be aware of WHAT you are
The diet/nutrition industry is a
multibillion-dollar industry for good
use the stall tactic
eating and in what quantities ? and
{773) 929·6550, the Addison campus ot (630) 953-2001, or the
again. Ask "why am I
you have' got to be honest in your
reason . Everyone who wants to lose
Tinley Perk {Qmpus ot 1708) 342-3100.
eating right now?" If
weight wants a magic way to do so.
reporting. If you are doing something
your honest answer
We throw our money at weight loss
right, you want to continue doing so. ·
to the question is that
programs. gyms, doctors and the
However, those pounds did not mystepharmaceutical industry hoping the ·
· you are hungry, then
riously appear; you had to do somego ahead and eat. If
next 'fix' will be the last.
thing not so right to have accur(lulated
you are eating for any
them in the first place.
The truth is, though, there is no
other reason , find
magic fix. The key to losing those holiResearch shows that keeping a
day pounds or lifetime weight control
food diary is the most effective
-BA-r:H'""
·····""'E
- t"""o. tr:
...S...D
......
EG
_R_E
....ES
-.
is a combination of things ? eating a
way to get and stay on top ·of what
like stopping smokIN BUSINESS IN U::fELOOt;.C4U (312) 372.,4900,
fuel you are giving your body.
variety of foods in reasonable portions, exercise and drinking plenty of
ing; you cannot go
The other undeniable reality of
'cold turkey.' We are
water to hydrate your body. Depriving
lifelong weight management is exercise. You have to move for a sufficient
yourself of any food group will eventuconstantly- confronted
By Jeannie K. Bowden
Staff Writer

More credentials,
more respect,
more money.
toodl
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Wellness Advisor
By Char Padovani
Health Advisor
Colds and Flu
Learn more about how to prevent colds and11u.
Stop by the Colds and Flu Educational Table on
Tuesday, February 6, 11 am-1 pm, Business and
Social Science Center lobby. Pick up pamphlets,
cold care products and chicken soup.
High Anxiety
Learn about anxiety and how it differs from stress in
the "High Anxiety" seminar, Wednesday, February 7,
12:00-1 :00 p.m. , Room 0231, Science Math and
Health Careers Center. Members of the Personal Counseling Team will provide information about how
to cope with anxiety and share campus and community resources that are available.
Massage
Take time to reduce stress or relax tight muscles.
Therapeutic chair massage comes to cctmpus
beginning in February. 10 or 15 minute massages
are available for $1.00 per minute. Call ext.6268 to
schedule.
Sexual ResponsibilitY Week Comes to Harper
Listed below are some of the events planned to
keep you healthy, improve your relationships and
. assist you in m..ing decisions about sex.

ACCELERATED DEGREE

You've got your own plans. And dreams that' !I

COMPLCI,ON PROGRAMS

take you higher. So why 10t go to a ll!liversity
uBI's smart on yr;;J? At Naknal Louis Un!Jersity,
our undergraduate programs are de.>igned

to fit where you ace in !ife. A customized
hUS l1EGREES iN:

scheduie will keep· you on track. And.with our

accessible faculty and smal!er class sizes,
you'!! get the le·:·el ot suppmt yell need

'
all along the way. To find out more, go

refcase ·the pow;g in you·
to nlyou.com or cai11·888·NlU-TODAY.

:<::

National-Louis University

•

Sexual Responsibility Educational Table
Tuesday, February 13, 11 am-1 pm, Student and
Administration Center. Pick up information on birth
control, sexually transmitted disease, relationships
and more. Free condoms and give-a ways!
Sleeping With the Enemy-Sexually Transmitted
Disease (STDs)
Wednesday, February 14, 1.1:00 am-12:00 pm,
Student and Administration Center, A243. HPV,
HBV, GC-What's with all the initials and what does Jt
have to do with me? I'd never be with anyone who
had a DISEASE! Learn more about how STDs can
impact you and how to prevent them.
Date Rape Prevention for Men and Women
'Wednesday, February 14, 12:00-1 :00 pm, Student
and Administration Center, A238. This seminar will
provide information about what date rape is and
how to reduce the chances that it will occur. A
video will be shown followed by an open discussion.
"Ask the Nurse" Birth Control O.ptions
Friday; February 16, 11 :00 am-12:00 pm, Student
and Administration Center, A243. Get the answers
to all your birth control questions. Through this
informal seminar learn about the latest contraception options and what the Health and Psychological
Services Women's ·clinic has to offer you .

Looking to send a thought to a special

~

'

"the paper" is kicking off a new persona
Called
"Get Your Point.Across".

Confirm Evg!)'thing!
_
night before, take someJ iine and con. firm any reserV'ations or p•arcis you have
that involve a third party. This not on~
helps ease your nerves a bii. but also
reminds
·
the other person of their. pos~ible duty.

We invite you to ignite the column's .exis1
Valentine's Day blurbs of no more ·
10 words.
To give your valentine a special gift pie
A $5 check made out to "the pap

6. Relax And ~njOyl
Pick up your date and enjoy, each other's
romantic company! Relax, because you've
taken all the steps to plan the perfect
Valentine's Day date!!

For Hi111 For Her
Suggestions:

'

ift Suggestions:

Anything to do with favorite sport.

Stuffed animals
Leather anything

Leather anything

gold/silver chains

earings, necklaces

Concert ticket

Concert ticket
diamond ring( s)

neone?
and your typed message in a sealed envelope to
room A367, the office of"the paper",
or please drop it off at our mailbox in student activities
no later than February 5th.

column

rrce with
an

Call "the paper" at 925-6460
For confirmations an.d questions.

e send

\

All
ads are. subject to editor's approval.
.

"

chocolate in a box
1. Make a .candy love letter.
"
Write a love letter out of candy bar titles. Get apiece of
brightly colored poster:board and a bunch of your favorite
candy bars. Writeyaur love letter on the board iti a
contrasting colored p~.n- ·Replace key words with candy bars
taped onto the poster board.
2. Chocolate bouquet. =
.
Get your love's favorite chocolates _and thick wood skewers.
You'll also need a box or basket and a piece of styrofoam
cut to fit inside the box or basket. ·.c ut the skewers in half
with a small savit and lightly sand down the blunt ends. Stick
a chocolate on the. top of each blunt end. Then stick the
pointed end into the styrofoam piece. Cover the styrofoam
· with moss or ribbon. ·
3. Neverending chocolate box.
Get a set of boxes that fit inside of each other: The more
you can get to fit inside of each other the better. Buy your
love's favorite chocolates or sweets and some tissue paper.
Line each box with tissue paper and place ori:e chocolate or
sweet inside of it. Then cover it with another piece of tissue
paper, Keep doing this until you've filled all your boxes. If
you have more chocolates than boxes, start with one
chocolate-. in the
first and more in each box following.
"""
4. Trail of chocolates.
Get quite a few bags of chocolates, some tissue paper and
curling ribbon. Layer two pieces of tissue paper and place
one handful of candy in the ·niiddl~ of it. Pull up the sides
and tie a piece of curling ribbon around it. Repeat this· until
all the candy but one bag is left. Put your bags Gf candy in a
strategic location with a love letter in front oJ them. Then ·
rnake a trail from .wherever your Jove will be t<?c$he candy
. pile. This is a great 1'wake-up11 surprise! ~ . · · ••·

The Love DOCtor is ln•••so ask away
Dr. Love js Ha1P$r's premier
romar\Qe qolumn.

Do you

have questions
about dating, romance or
love? Just write to Di'. Love
at haf'P$rnews0yahoo.com.

To Shy to lwtet Talk

Hey Dr. Love,
I'm very bashful and fm not
good at ~girls. 1

~~is
never;~

·ftfttbotl't a taf..

ent·antta;~~~ave to

tBarrJ.•~~-d~

:brea;l!Ut-~~ -ob\ti•
OUS\''!f:IOh~t ~

come to:

the tJght place.
Your~-

Is to

do some ~· work.
The objEict 91 your desire
might -~ lurie a man.

S. Chocolate roses:

.
Combine the classic favorites together and .give your love a .
bouquet chocolate .ro.ses. Attach ·a note saying, (fl decided
to give you these chocolate roses instead of real' ones
because our love is:something that should be sw~et and
savored."
·
- ·
•·

of

•

L
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Nee·d something to do?... Check
out this Calendar of Events
Last Day for Refunds
2/6/01
Free _Movie:_ Gladiator 12:15, TV Lounge
A-336
Women's Basketqall, Rock Valley at Ho_me,
5:00P.M.
Men's Basketball, Rock Valley at Home,
7:00P.M.

1/30/01

--

1/31/01

Free Movie: Gladiator 12:15, TV Lou'lge
A-336
vyrestling, Waubonsee at Sugar Grove,
7:00P.M .
. Free Legal Advice for Students 1:00~7:00
PM, Call 925..:6242 for appt.

' 2/1/01

2/2/01

. 2/3/01

--

Free Lecture-Or. Michael Eric Dyson ·12:00
P.M. Drama Lab, L109
Concert, H~nrietta Neeley, Viola, 12:15
P.M. Music Instruction Ctr. P 205
Studer:tt Senate Meeting 1:30"-5:30 PM,
Student & Admin. Ctr. A-315
Free Legal Advice for Students 9:00-2:00
PM, Call . 925~6242 for appt.

Free Legal Advice for Students 1:00-7:00
PM, Call '925-6242 for appt.
Free Movie: Black and White 12:15, TV
Lounge A-336
2/8/01

Free Concert, Angelo Favis, Guitar 12:15
P.M. Music Center, P-105
Free Comedy, Mission IMPROVable,
12:00, Student Center

2/9/01

Student Senate Meeting 1:30-5:30 P.M.
Student Center. A-243 .

2/10/01

Women's Basketball, Harper at College of
DuPage, 5:00 P.M.
Men's Basketball, Harper at College of
DuPage, 7:00 P.M .

Spring semester starts after long break; ·
anxiety and procrastination .follow close behind
By Brian Samuelson
News Editor

~-

Free Movie: Black and White 12:15, TV
-Lounge ~-336
Women's Basketball, Harper at Triton,
5:00 P.M.
Men's Basketball, Harper at ;y-riton, 7:00
P.M.

Welcome back students! It's that
time of year again! A time when our
anxiety is at its highest, (with the
exception of perhaps the first day of
school} a time when we hurriedly and
sometimes frustratingly go through the
motions of signing up last minute for
courses, finding our·classes, meeting
new people, and working with the difficulty of time management and organization in regards to school work. I
speak of course on the topic of "getting back into the groove of things,"
. lifter a long and hopefully eventful
•
winter break.
.
Winter break can be the greatest
of things and perhaps the worst of
things to have happened to students
during the school year. While some
may see it as a time of great renewal
or as an opportunity to give their
minds a rest from the difficult and
tedious schedule of the school year,
others may see it as a burden. As an

exhilarating time, which in doing so
may actually lead to diversion from
schoolwork and school in general.
So what then, do we do? How
does one go about getting back into
the groove, and managing their
already scarce time schedule?
. Well, you needn't worry any
longer. I have painstakingly taken the
time to think of some commonsense
and practical ways we as students
can deal with the difficulty of time
management and organization after
retwning to school.
·
Once back into the "swing of
things," what can we do to prepare for
the inevitability of schoolwork? · First
and foremost, make a list of ·your priorities. Everyone's priorities lll.ay, and
most_likely will differ; it's just a matter
of discovering an approach to meet
these priorities, an approach, which is
sim~st for you, which in turn will help
you be't:ome a much more efficient
student. Sacrifice is unfortunately the
nature of the beast, so to speak, when
on the topic of getting priorities

straight. You, as the student, may
reasons of procrastination. One poshave to forfeit time spent with friends,
sible cure for this lifestyle may. be to
doing hobbies, or even_sacrifice time
attempt to find something that appeals
spent studying in one class, so as to
to you when doing your homework.
offer more time spent studying in a
• Make a game out it. Try and make
cl~ss which you may not be doing as
· learning enjoyable. Find something
11
well in, .
that you can relate to in .the material
Procrastil']ation.
you may be learning about. Also, try
The next bit of information you
and do homework in a sound free
should be knowledgeable of during
environment. Libraries are ideal locayour bout with time management is
tions for this. Harper even boasts of a
procrastination. I myself find this a
silent, well-equipped library. And
very difficult habit to rid, but nonethemore times than not I find people who
less see many others around me sufhave a _few hours to spare in between
fering from this just the same, It's a
classes, people who just sit around
disease that attacks us at an early
watching "Oprah" in "A" Building rather •
age, first revealed during high school
than spend time on their studies. (Me
perhaps, and even more deadly with
being guilty as charged on this subject
age. The biggest problem facing proas well} Now this is valuable time
crastination is the laziness associated
wasted; time tha:t could be better g&>
spent studying on a certain subject
with it. Once a person decides that
they are not going to do something
instead of waiting until school lets out
and you return to a noisy home, with
and postpone doing it until a later time
parents and siblings to contend with
either because it is inCOQvenient, or
because the idea of doing something
as well. This is just another form of
procrastination. And as soon a:s you
does not appeal to them, or even for
realize you have the gene for this terthe shear reason of laziness, are all

rible, terrible disease, curing it will be
all the simpler.
With as many resources Harper
has to offer in respects to computers,
the Internet, books, peer-tutoring centers, (free of charge to all Harper students} etc. it is a wonder sometimes
that we even have problems in getting
back in the swing of things. But as I
pointed,out earlier, we all suffer from
certain bouts of either procrastination
or boredom in school. It's a very natural and·acceptable thing, I believe.
But in the realization and acceptance
that school sometimes can be boring,
or that you may have a procrastination
problem, the next step involves you,
the student. For it is a big step, and ·
one which involves your initiative. If
you can make certain sacrifices, learn
to ry~anage your time more wisely -by
procrastinating less, and take advantage of Harper's ·resources, this next
semester should be all the more easier for you.
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Sights & Sounds
The Smashing Pumpkins:. Forever and Today
By Dan Kurash
Music Editor
What makes a rock band great?
The music certainly makes its presence felt. But even deeper, under the
tours, the public appearances and its
professional, more business-like manner, embodies the reasoning behind a
band.
For the Smashing Pumpkins,
their approach has always been to put
the music first in front of everything,
even their lives. Billy Corgan, bandleader, songwriter, singer, guitarist,
pianist and producer, has always said
and felt this. The final product represents you on a most personal level.
But why did one. of the most
influential bands of the 90's break up
at the height of their career? The reasons go extremely deep.
First off, the generation X culture
of the alternative grunge rock scene
has passed us by. In comes the days
of teenie boppers idolizing artists in
glitter and wonder bras dancing to
songs they didn't even write. The pop
scene must be washed away, and let
true artists be felt.
U2, Red Hot Chili Peppers, and
the Smashing Pumpkins became the
victims to the Billboard Top 40 and all
the crap out there today. Corgan
implied that they just couldn't keep
battling for chart space with "the
Britney Spears of the world".
I'm sorry, but how the hell do
N'Sync, Backstreet Boys, and Third
Eye Blind, just to name a few, possibly sell more records than bands who
have been around for more than a
decade. It's obviously apparent that
music no longer rules the music business. And that couldn't be sadder.
The Smashing Pumpkins, a quartet consisting of. Billy Corgan, James
lha, D'arcy Wretsky (although she left
the band for personal matters), still a
key element, and Jimmy Chamberlain
came out of Chicago in 1987 with
fresh approach on music.
In addition, the band as a whole
couldn't be any more solid. It was
what each individual band member
wanted in his or her personal life that
·also caused the break-up. Corgan
said he has been in the Pumpkins
since the ripe age of 19. His whole
adult life devoted to a band. He needs
some time away before he takes the
world by storm yet again.
lha wants to be a solo artist crafting more acoustic ballads felt closer to
his heart. Chamberlain, believe it or
• not, reportedly is planning to race
sport cars, and for Wretsky, well; I
hope she can figure out what she
wants out of life.
They have a Goth, Cure-like
sound mixed with metal and alternative. Their music paved the way for
the grunge days of rock. With other
breakthrough bands of the early
nineties like Nirvana and Pearl Jam,
the Pumpkins managed to prove that
their music separated them from other
bands due to their unique sound and
band chemi~try.
With 91's Gish, the Pumpkins put
out a record that sounded out-of-date.

a

The songs on the record imply 70's
hippie rebellion anthems of angst and
suffering. However, the albums unique
sound gave way to songs like "I am
one" and "Rhinoceros". These songs,
so powerful in their individualism,
were played by the band at the
farewell shows in Chicago that I was
lucky enough to attend.
Corgan had a dream, and he
went for it. He wanted the Pumpkins
to be an international band. So after
Gish, the Pumpkins gave light to the
notion of performing in Europe. To the
last days of the bands existence,
Europe has always given them a
warm welcome. In fact, they have just
as much a fan base in Europe as they
do in America, if not more.
Things began to happen for the
band, and by the release of their second album; 93's Siamese Dream, lha
and Corgan felt their band had finally
hit the big time. What might be the big
time? A sophomore album going
quadruple platinum might be a sign of
that
I feel that Siamese Dream was
their breakthrough and most intensifying rock record. In fact, four of the 13
tracks had singlf!S. "Cherub Rock", a
song about their struggles with record
labels, primarily Virgin America, and
"Rocket" a song of escape, are some
most beloved songs the Pumpkins
ever put out.
The acoustic ballad "Disarm",
another single showed the merit of
their artistic bounds. The fact that they ·
put a soft song on a hard rock record
proves that they aren't a regular rock
band. Perhaps the most popular
Pumpkins song ·of all time, "Today"
depicts Corgan's turmoil of depression
and his hope to make something good
out of a bad situation.
One of the Pumpkins many down
times was during the Siamese Dream
sessions. The band· near broke up,
but Corgan masterminded the rest of
the record by himself.
With such success on their first
two albums, the thought of releasing a
double album of songs that although
brilliant in their own right, could actually be b-sides, proved to be a very
risky move. However, the chance paid
off.
1995's Mellon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness became the greatest
selling double album of all time beating out Pink Floyd's The Wall and
quite surprisingly The Beatles White
Album.
This alb_um has everything. It will
always be a part of me: I grew up on it
and it will always be one of my
favorite albums. Amidst raging guitars
and Corgan's screaming vocals
cornes subtly on the other end.
The album opens with the selftitled piano piece. With little time, the
album brings in the drilling aura of
overdubbed guitars on crowd favorites
like "Zero" and "Bullet With Butterfly
Wings".
• "Tonight, Tonight", the third single
has a full orchestral arrangement ·
under the pounding drums of
Chamberlain. The 28 songs all fit on
the record proving rock critics every-

where that every song doesn't have to
reflect the aim of the band. Creativity
on a large scale, to me, should even
be used more.
"Thirty-Three", a soft acoustic
prell'!onition speaks of a person's life
and how it changes through the
course of a lifetime. Perhaps one of
my favorite songs off the record
comes in the title "Muzzle".
"I fear that I am ordinary, just like
everyone I To lie here and die among
the sorrows, adrift among the days".
Those lyrics mean so much to me.
When a song pulls your emotions and
makes you really feel, you know that
. it's a great song.
·
"1979", arguably the most known
song on Mellon Collie speaks of teen
rebellion. The adolescent mind, the
pain, the pressure and the freedoms
speak to us through that song. Corgan
wrote it on ·the memories of his youth
days and they speak perfectly clear to
any kid these days even though that
musical genre of alternative rock currently rests in waiting.
The circle of music continues~
. The hardships of the band with the
death of touring keyboardist
Johnathan Melvoin and Chamberlain
fired for drug abuse in 1996 rank
among some of the most mind-blowing problems any band would ever
have to face.
·

After years of world tours _and the
return of Chamberlain, fresh from
rehab, the Pumpkins released
Machina I the Machines of God.
Chamberlain's drum patterns raged
around the return of formal hard rock.
"The Everlasting Gaze", the first
single proves that they could play as
hard as Metallica or Rage Against the
Machine. The song, played two steps
down from standard tuning, an "open
c tuning" couldn't be any more
poignant in its power.
"Stand Inside Your Love"
and "Try, Try, Try" also imply the
Pumpkins original concept of the
beauty of rock. However, the album
didn't sell and they faced a tough
decision.
Should they keep going or hang
up the towel? The answer seemed relevant to their personal lives and the
way popular music was heading. The
album failed to go platinum, but
Machina has a totally different sound
from any standard album. They used
many layered distortions and effects
to achieve something different and
respectable.
Seeing the poor sales, the
Pumpkins decided to release the Bsides of Machina for free over the .·
Internet. Machina 2/ Friends and.
Enemies of Modern Music has some
great songs and they are totally free

couldn't fight the endless battle with
Virgin Records or the music industry
anymore.
November 29th at the United
Center and December 2nd at the
Cabaret Metro, 2000, the Smashing
Pumpkins played their farewell shows
in the city they love; Chicago. They
covered material from all their albums.
The atmosphere felt so intense.
Corgan said goodbye to what he
loved so much, and the rest, including
replacement bassist Melissa Auf Der
Maur, formerly of Hole, seemed happy
and ready for the future.
Who knows where the future will
lead. But I am convinced that Corgan
and lha will find their place in music
again. Give it time. With their breakup, we l_ost one of Gen X's most influential bands.
Their music will. live on and they
hopefully set the way for future bands
to take over the spotlight from the boy
bands. My respect, devotion and love
goes out to the Smashing Pumpkins
for giving me comfort when I needed
it, and happiness and release .
And as Corgan sings in "This
Time", his band said goodbye in the
music they made: "As the curtain
closed I we bid you all goodnighf.

Justwhenitseemsthebandhadr-~~~~~~gg~~~~~~~r_------------------------~---,

ended, Corgan continues to write. He
wrote music for the movie Ransom
and guest appeared on various
albums. In addition, he wrote "Eye" for
the Lost Highway soundtrack and
'The End is the Beginning is the End"
for the Batman & Robin ·soundtrack.
Both had relative radio time and
posed another successful triumph for
Corgan's musical talents.
The year 1998 saw the total
transmission of the musical scene.
Guitars had little place. The mass
media geared towards rap as the
leading force . Bands and groups soon
became manufactured; put together
by people who sought sheer profit.
That made all the money. True bands
got little or no respect.
Adore, the pivotal acoustic, techno Pumpkins album, an example of
·the media's criticism, has so many
great songs. It totally was overlooked
and denied. Only "Ava Adore" saw airtime, and at least five songs should
have been singles. But true fans of
rock should appreciate Adore for its
subtlety and uniqueness in an era
where all musicians struggled for their
own place.
During this period, Corgan wrote
the musical score for the movie
Stigmata. This proves his ability ori so
many levels. His capacity seems to
be boundless for he has proven he
can write rock, piano ballads,
acoustic, techno and grunge songs
while producing a majority of his work
at the same time.
The band became scapegoats.
People felt they lost their power, but
that statement has so many holes.
The Pumpkins still had power, if not
more, but it played out in different,
inore dynamic ways.

Looking for, ,
write" · artists}
'
·.·'
photographers,
design students
and you! If inter·
ested just call
the paper office .
@ 847.925.6460
and become a
art of .the team
.

.
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0 Brother, ·Don't Bother!
It didn't tell me nothin' 'bout no musi- '
cal numbers involving the KKK. I
- also didn't expect to be smittened by
them three si~ens by the lake,- the
{*"1/2)
ones who turned John Turturro into a
"horny-toad."
"Great horny-toads! What the
Now, of course, I done saw the sam-hell was THAT all about?"
That's what I done felt 'bout dat latest
Coen's other pictures, The
Hudsucker Proxy and Barton Fink,
Coen Brothers movie. Aw, shucks, I
suppose I should've read up on the
- two other movies that had thaJ surre"Odyssey," by the Homer fella. al element o' surprise. 0 Brother
'Cause damn hell if I'm gonna figure
done ·felt like a calculated exercise in
excessive surrealistic force, if I may
this one out by the end of the day.
No, siree, I reckon I won't.
. be so blunt and bold. Characters
Now, that's not to say I done not
come in, act all crazy, and run out of
had a good time, or nothin'. Oh, I
the ~to_ry without having much impact
would have to say that the George
on the plot, since, well, there really
Clooney fella handled himsel:f and
isn't one, except that maybe these
the lip-synchin' with all the confichain-gangers might become famous
dence and charisma of a sharp~
with a ti:>e-tappin,' whip-crackin' taste
shootin, straight-walkin ex-con-man
of Mississippi bluegrass as they team
with a heart of shiny goldness. And
up with a colored fella and become
that there John Turturro disappeared
The Soggy Bottom Boys. That, and
beneath the skin of his wacky charthe fact that Clooney is looking for
his wife who considers him dead and
acter like a dab of greasy brylcreem
gone, just like in 'The Odyssey," or
being combed through a slick head o'
hair.
so I've been told to reckon.
But something seems fishy 'bout
But I'll be god-damned if I can
figure out the rest of the damn movie.
this whole thing. Charles Durning
I done felt hornswaggled by it._·1 think
plays a politician who can't seem to
I may have to see it again just to see
get his men to'Work with him cooperif it turns out differently the next time.
atatively. I didn't really give a highholler. And cycloptic John
I done read the little paragraphicalwhat do they call it?-synopses o'
Goodman shows up, preaches the
the plot, but all it told me was that it
Bib)e, and then beats the hell out of
Clooney and the other outlaw, the
· would be about three escaped crimiboyishly furiny Tim Blake Nelson.
nals from a chain gang who run from
the law and have some adventures.
Goodman leaves, and then the sinBy CoJiin Souter
Entertainment Editor •

a

liNK YOU.

gin' outlaws go off and meet someone else wild and wooly.
That reminds me (and don't ask
me why it reminds me), but all you of
the vegetarian persuasion or the huga-ferret coalition or the ... For all of
you who done love your animals, this
movie might not be to your satisfaction. I seen a cow get hurt. I seen a
toad get. .. killed. It might make you
flinch a pinch. But I couldn't help but
laugh when Tim Blake Nelson kept
offering Clooney a bite of his gopher.
sorry; but I just had to' hoot.
One thing you gotta love 'bout
this here movie is its music. I loved
listening to this movie, and I sure
done loved it when the characters
sang for no damn reason.
Sometimes it's just nice to hear a
song. Some scenes, especially the
scene with the beautiful sirens, work
wonders simply because they're all
singin'. T-Bone Burnett supervised
all the music comprised for this
movie, which gives it great atmosphere with its mix of gospel, folk and
country. Not that Hollywood country
neither. Seems like there should
have been a cider-jug band playing in
the bottom corner of the screen the
whole damn time.
It done feel ironic that Clooney
tells his -men that he should lead the
way since he possesses the capacity
for abstract thought. Well, no_ wideeyed-wonders the.journey turns out
the way it does. You have to have

that capacity in order to follow your
nostril into these strange, bohemian-like situations and funny business.
It's almost as if Clooney appointed
himself the mouthpiece of the Coens,
and their lack of emotional depth (this .
time 'round).
I dunno. I really dunno. I
watched the movie. I done laughed. ·
I done felt charmed by its utter disregard of common sense and traditional storytelling. I done knew when I

walked into the theater that it would
not _be like ordinary movies, but more
like one of them Coen Brothers
movies. The ads sure looked inter- ·
esting. I think this here is one of
them movies that will be studied and
better-understood years from now, or
with repeated watchins.
But I dunno. 0, Brother, I really,
really dunno.
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Take advantage of the Harper-Barat College
Dual Admission Agreement!
Bachelor's Completion Programs
Bu.~incss

• Entrepreneurial Srudies
• Business Lead.ersnip
- • Marketing
• Accounting
Regionally Ra:ogniu:d Teacher Education

Criminal Studies
-Legal Smdies
Pre~Med

Environmental Studies

Compmer Information Systems
JAVA Programming

Open House Dates at Barat

-.

Interdisciplinary Studies Programs
Put your framfer credits to work as you
design your O\¥n major!
Students hav~ designed programs in:
• E~Marketing

· • E-Publishing
• Computer Graph res and Web Design

-

~bet' 28,2000 -

10 ;~.m. to I p.m.

Barat College wUI be at Harper
Oet::emhu 7.,1000- S:lO p.m. t;; -6!JO p.m.

RSVP for open ho~.~Se by calling Diane Yakaptwkh at &41.1.95.4053 or John Sreuk at 847.615.5673

Barat College 1.817.0KBARAT- www.ba.rat.edu
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-Lack of mov.i es on the
entertainment schedule
By Collin Souter
Entertainment Editor
You may have noticed the
ungodly void in Harper's entertainment schedule this semester. No
movies! What happened to the
movies? Where. else can we see cutting-edge avant-garde films such .as
Le Premisce or The Emperor and the
Assassin? Many people look forward
to Harper's film selection for the
semester, for therein lies a bit of culture and sophistication in these films
seldom found on the screens of the
local multiplexes.
·
"It's a sad situation," says Mike
Nejrrian, who has been Harper's
director of entertainment for 20 years.
"(Theater chain) AMC dedicated 2
screens to art-house and foreign
films, and so did Arlington Theaters.
Neither of them lasted long. There's
just not an effective enough community in the northwest suburbs for these
kinds of films. Nobody can seem to
make a go at it."
Harper has had a rich tradition in
the past of showing films that did not
receive a theatrical release. However,
the availability of VHS and DVDs
make it tougher to lure in a substantial
amount of people. "We would bring in
60-1 00 people, no where near enough
to break even .. . People are just not
hearing about it."
People often complain that
Hollywood often turns out more crap
than great films with great storytelling.
One can hardly disagree, but when
films such as Mission Impossible 2
and Big Momma's House have no
trouble breaking $100 million mark,
and great films such as Almost
Famous and Jesus' Son barely make
any kind of cultural indentation, one

has to wonder what people really,
really want. "I think it's reflective of
- our culture," Nejman says, referring to
the decline of interest in art-house
fare. "It's sad."
For the past decade, Harper has
hosted some high-profile film-related
. events with celebrity guest speakers.
Dan Myrick, co-creator of The Blair
Witch Project, appeared for a Q & A
session with Harper students the
same week he and his partner,
Eduardo Sanchez, appeared on covers of both Time and Newsweek.
Back in -1992, a little locally-produced
independent film called Meet The
Parents screened at Harper with the
filmmakers/producers , Glenn
Glienna, Emo Phillips, jn attendance.
As you may already know, Robert
DeNiro's production company bought
the film, re-made it and churned out
one of the biggest hits of 2000.
Events such as these, however, will
continue.
'The real Coach Boone, from
(the Denzel Washington mov[e)
Remember The Titans , will speak at
Harper, and we will have a screening
of that movie." This will take place in
February in honor of Black History
Month.
Nejman said that video screenings at Harper will also continue, but
with a little something extra to make it
more interesting: ''We'd like to start
showing them on DVDs instead of
VHS for people who may not have ·
access to DVDs," he says. "That way,
we can show director's cuts and
deleted scenes, all that stuff." (Hey,
Mike. The best movie of 2000,
'Almost Famous,' comes out on DVD
March 13, with a ? hour of neverbefore-seen-footage!) Those screenings, as always; will be free.
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emp to Hire, Temp and Direct Pla€ement Positions
~Nationwide since1950
Whether you are looking for
clericcll or industrial work,
see how Volt ·can change you future
Offering career opportunities .in the
Chicagoland area:

Administrative
Receptionist
Warehouse

VOLT
· Services Group
A Staffing Services
Leader !

Customer Service
Data .Entry Operators
Shipping/Receiving

Excellent Employme~t
Benefits:
Medical, Dental, Vacation,
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ports
an overall 2-15 and 0-1 in conference play. Next up: Hawks
vs. College of DuPage at

the Hawks with 17, 17, 16
points respectively. This
moved the Hawks overall
record to 11-5. Coming up
next for the Hawks is an
important conference game
against the College of
DuPage. This will take place
in the Harper gym at 5pm on

By Brian Samuelson
News Editor

Women's BasketballThe Hawks ran their record to
.1 0-5 by beating Rock Valley
College by a margin of 87-42.
The statistical leaders for the
women's Hawks were Julie
Andino with 25 points and
Thursday, January 25th.
Julie Jestus with 20 points and
'DuPage is ranked 2nd in the
8 assists. Becky Ford chipped
in with 18 points, 5 assists and · nation and Harper 9th in the
nation.
a game leading 5 steals.
Men's BasketballCurrently, the Hawks are
Harper played its first confer_ranked 9th in the nation.
ence game against a formidaNext Harper beat UW
ble Rock Valley team. Harper
Waukesha by the score of 77lost by the score of 72-52. ·
61. This was a big win for the
Mark Behrens scored 14
Hawks because UW
points and Sam Jackson
Waukesha was the defending
added 1o points. Boris Jasovic
Wisconsin State Champs. ·
· was leader in rebounds with
Becky ford, Julie Jestus and
10. This moves the Hawks tGAnne Hansen came up big for

are ranked 2nd in the nation
(NJCAA). In their Dual meet
at Ellsworth they won two and
lost one. The results: Harper
39, Waldorph 9; Harper.39,
Minnesota West 9; Harper 15,
Ellsworth Iowa 31. Individual
wrestlers that performed well:
Dan Chambers 3-0, 165 wt
class; Adam Sesso 2-1 , 184
wt class. Next up: Hawks
wrestlers- a dual meet with .
Muskegon in Michigan,
January 17th. Also, the
Augustana Open in Rock
Island on January 2oth.

burnttoastcomics@hotmail.com

Burnt Toast
~

Harper on January 1ath at .
7pm.
Wrestling- The Hawks
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Accounting' Studentsimmediate opportun.ity to
intern at Arl. Hts ..CPA
firm part-time as you
attend school. You will
get hands-on experienc
in tax, accounting and
computer application.
$1 0/hr to start. Call
Judy 84 7.506.1 070
Jimmy John's in
Woodfield Mall hiring Ful
& Part-Time instore and
delivery personnel. Ear
up to $20 an hour.
Flexible hours. Call.

People Person
New company seeking
fun; OutgOing personalj~
ties for area expansion.
If you desire more fun,
more $$, call today!
Many areas needed for
6-1 0 hours per week,
flexible hours.
847.358.9733
Fitness
Seeking 5 energetic and
motivated indiv. to help
run new co. Mgt., Mkt.,
and training. PT/FT.

Is' ther~ Something you ,

High income! Wilf train.
847.221.5140

847.910.4452/
847.525.2900/
847.995.9575

w

Person to work with 5
year old high functioqing
autisitic child. Pei'Son will
teach child skills in language, academics, play
aand social skills. Will
train . Bartlett area.
Flexible hours. 630-8301925
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abcers/Models for qualown that is in good conity high paying w~rk
dition that you want to
anted by legitimate talnt agency. Reliable
sell? Call the paper to
nd over 18. Send info
place an ad today.
ith snapshots.
Fax 1;
Available to stu<;ients:,as
.
'
.,_..
weft. Place an ad to selL ., 47: 4~Q.3182 ~ ,, e'"mait. -.··
tepofentertains@f.:o><Vall
anything ·from books,
y.net.
classnotes, electronics,
and basically anything
possible that can be
THI.SPACE
sold. This does not
IS FOR
apply to siblings, girlCALt. '1"
friends/boy-friends or
TODA'Y''rO ·;
parents. Call the paper
today for more informaFINDOVT
' tion. There's nothing to
HOW TO FILL·:
llose and everything to
" IT! . ' . '~
sell. 847.925.6460.
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02127101 A-Teens 1 Teen
Spirit
02106101 Aaliyah INA
02127101 Andrews_,
Jessica 1 Who I Am
02127101 Beatnuts I
Take it or Squeeze it
02106101 Beck.,.Jeff I
You Hac:t it Coming
02120101 Bizzy Bone 1
NA
02127101 Cappac:tonna I
Yin Er the Yang
02127101 OJ Clue I
Professil!nal V2
02113101 Dave
Matthews Banc:t 1 NA
Oil27101 OefJam"'s
1985-2000
02106101 Oiamonc:t Rio 1
One More Day
02127101 Dirty I
Gangstas Er Pimps
02121101 Harper_, Ben 1
Live
02113101 jersey Ave I · ·
Jersey Ave
02127101 MeiB INA
02113101 Monster
Magnet I Goa Says No
02120101 Monsters of
Rock V2
Ozzy INA
02106101 Osmond_,
Donny 1 This it the
Moment
01123101 otown I
, otown
02106101 Phillys most
wanted 1 NA
02106101 Power 106

the paper
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compilation
02113101 Project Pat 1
Mista Oon"'t Play
02106101 Public
Announcement 1 NA ·
1130101 Rimes_, LeAnn
1 I Neec:t You
02/13101 Run OMC I
Crown Royal
01130101 Silkk the
Shocker 1 My Worlc:t .
02106101 So Plush 1 So
Plush
02127101 St:Sopranos
V2
01130101 St: Valentine
01109101 St: Oz
02106101 Stewart_, Roc:t
/Human
01123101 VA --Goin '
South
01130101 Vitamin C I
More
02106101 WWF - the
Music
02106101 Wow Gospel ·
2001
Check
www.metromix.com for
club c:tates around
Chicago_, or UN
Magazine for times ana
c:tates.
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